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Today’s blog is unusual in that I am not blogging about one
article, but two. This sometimes happens as people send me
things which, taken in isolation from each other, seem to be
about one thing, but when considered together open up some
intriguing – or in today’s case, disturbing – possibilities.
Perhaps I am alone with my speculations today, but perhaps I
am  echoing  other  readers’  thoughts.  I  certainly  wasn’t
prepared for the comments that followed yesterday’s blog about
“melting the ice” in Antarctica indicating that a few others
had also been entertaining my wild speculation.

So  let’s  start  with  article  one,  which  alleges  a  very
different story of the history of Facebook than the one we’ve
been accustomed to, because there’s something in it that has
much wider implications, beyond the fascinating allegations of
the story itself. (This article was submitted by our regular
contributor Mr. V.T.):

Facebook Unmasked: How the World’s Most Relevant Entrepreneur
Was Screwed By Zuckerberg

Now, what interests me here are not so much the allegations of
theft of social media software, as the implications of these
paragraphs:

Patent theft is accomplished through the Patent Trial and
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Appeals Board and the many laws that allow the US Patent and
Trademark Office to confiscate and control any patent deemed a
national security issue. Once confiscated, the inventor is not
compensated  for  the  out-right  theft  of  the  patent.  Stiff
penalties, including incarceration, accompany these seemingly
“illegal”  patent  laws  that  can  steal  any  patent  that  the
military (Department of Defense) or cyber-intelligence (all 17
agencies)  considers  a  patent  that  could  be  turned  into  a
weapon.

Once stolen, the government uses a complex group of public,
and  secret,  defense  agencies,  corporate  contractors,  and
crooked bankers to fund the weaponization of trade secrets,
patents, copyrights and other forms of intellectual property.
Usually,  the  government  builds  in  a  “back-door”  to  the
technology–so  that  they  can  control  and  manipulate  the
weaponized property. Then, they fund a “front-man” as a stooge
to run a private corporation that is built on the weaponized
invention.

The dummy company gets tens of millions of dollars in initial
investments.  Its  underwriters  then  inflate  valuations  that
turn into billions when the fake private corporation later
hits the stock market. These fake front-men, pseudo-military
corporations, stolen patents, and corrupt defense contractors
then magically become the largest corporations in the world –
Google (NSA), Facebook (NSA and CIA programs), Amazon (NSA and
CIA) and on and on down the line of the huge tech corporations
that are consuming everything around them in league with the
ill-intent of the military and intelligence agencies.

Leader Technologies’ inventions fueled dozens of the largest
corporations  in  the  world.  It  was  out-right  industrial
espionage at the highest governmental levels that led to the
theft of Leader’s trade secrets, copyrights, and patents.

In other words, when the decision was taken to make the old US
military computer communication network Arpanet public, this



was already a deliberate decision to establish a worldwide
surveillance  system.  Such  networks  were  coming  sooner  or
later, and the reasoning was simple: best to lead it and
thereby control it rather than let others do so. It was, as
the  above  paragraphs  imply,  a  “national  security”  issue.
Social  media  software  represented  a  significant  national
security  issue,  and  thus  had  to  be  captured,  stolen,  the
requisite “additions” to the lines of code made, and then
marketed and pushed.

And  so  it  is  with  any  “game  changing”  technology,  or
software……lie  crypto-currencies…Like  many  readers  on  this
site, I’ve been watching the emergence of crypto-currencies
with a mix of fascination and – well, quite frankly, revulsion
– because it seems clear to me that this is yet another case
of “capture the technology, modify it, then push it”, and use
the process of enriching people to push it. It has struck me
more than once watching this phenomenon that it is the perfect
vehicle  for  Mr.  Globaloney  to  complete  his  theft  of  the
world’s liquidity and cash, and give the rest of us absolutely
nothing in return except for one’s and zero’s. It’s the final
component, so to speak, of Catherine Fitts’ model of moving
from “Global 2.0 to 3.0.” As I’ve been mulling over all this,
it also occurred to me that it’s also the perfect way to take
a hidden system of finance “public” so to speak, and use the
phenomenon of the “bubble” – the good old Mr. Global “pump and
dump” scheme – to make a little extra money for its pet black
projects.

As I was pondering the first article, lo and behold Mr. T.M.
spotted this little gem, and shared it:

Neo-Nazis are also profiting from bitcoin’s massive boom

Now, consider the implications of the following paragraphs:

The  massive  boom  in  the  value  of  bitcoin  has  ended  up
profiting neo-Nazis who have taken thousands of dollars in
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donations, according to an investigation by Mic.

Mic used the @Neonaziwallets Twitter bot, created by security
researcher John Bambenak, to track cryptocurrency transactions
in and out of suspected neo-Nazi wallets over a period of
several months.In that time, bitcoin has gone up 243% in value
and is currently sitting at $15,338. You can read a full
primer on what bitcoin is here.

A  quick  scan  of  @Neonaziwallets’  Twitter  feed  shows  it’s
tracking accounts belonging to Counter Currents, a US white
supremacist publishing house which has published books about
the pro-Nazi spy Savitri Devi, and former BNP member Jonathan
Bowden. It’s also tracking neo-Nazi Andrew “weev” Auernheimer,
white nationalist Richard Spencer, and his think tank the
National Policy Institute, among others.

One of bitcoin’s most famous attributes is that it lets you
move  the  currency  anonymously  —  but  in  order  to  accept
donations, places like Counter Currents have had to publicise
their bitcoin addresses. That’s allowed Bambenak to track what
goes in and out of their accounts.Auernheimer, or weev, has
reportedly  received  more  than  $1  million  in  bitcoin  and,
according to Mic, withdrawn $118,620 (£88,057) from his wallet
between late August and December.

One wallet apparently belonging to Auernheimer has contained a
total  of  194  bitcoin  over  a  period  of  several  years.  At
today’s bitcoin value, that would add up to more than $3
million.According to the @Neonaziwallets bot, Counter Currents
holds  5.79  bitcoin  across  its  wallets,  which  equates  to
$91,156 (£67,566).

Thank goodness Neo-Nazis aren’t as diabolically clever as the
old-fashioned Nazis of Yesteryear in advertising places to
make bitcoin donations to “the cause.” Their rationale for
jumping on the Bitcoin bandwagon is, of course, clear: to make
some money while the scheme is still being pumped. But the
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nature of their scheme points to a better way to do it: since
the system is anonymous, then simply use anonymous circles to
take  “donations”,  with  membership  and  accounts  circulated
privately. Once one gets to this possibility, then we’re right
back  where  we  started,  with  a  national  security  issue,
“backdoors”, and hidden surveillance. What we see is a paltry
sum, hardly enough to promote the cause of Weltherrschaft.
It’s what we don’t see that, for me, is the real concern, not
only for moving and acquiring even more money for a hidden
system  during  the  “pump”  phase,  but  also  for  adding  yet
another layer of surveillance to an already over-surveilled
world.

See you on the flip side…


